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Abstract
In an important and highly inﬂuential paper [Gali, J., Gertler, M., 1999. Inﬂation dynamics: A
structural econometric analysis. Journal of Monetary Economics 44, 195–222] develop and estimate
a structural new Keynesian Phillips curve model of inﬂation dynamics based on the [Calvo, Guillermo,
1983. Staggered prices in a utility maximizing framework. Journal of Monetary Economics 12, 383–
398] model of sticky prices. To estimate their model, Gali and Gertler measure inﬂation as the quarterly percentage change in the GDP deﬂator, and they consider a speciﬁc calculation of the deviation
of labor-income share from its mean value as the only proxy measure of aggregate marginal cost.
Most other researchers have followed their lead. In this paper, we closely replicate Gali and Gertler’s
results and compare these replicated results to those obtained when alternative measures of marginal
cost and inﬂation are utilized. We ﬁnd that estimations of the structural new Keynesian model of
inﬂation dynamics are not particularly altered by using a marginal-cost measure based on actual
industry costs but are sensitive to using a PPI-inﬂation measure that arguably is more appropriate
for testing a theory of ﬁrm pricing. Furthermore, we ﬁnd that utilizing a detrended measure of
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marginal cost yields results that are at least as plausible as those of Gali and Gertler, yet which generally suggest greater aggregate US price ﬂexibility.
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1. Introduction
In a very inﬂuential paper that has been widely cited as justiﬁcation for macroeconomic
policy analysis based on sticky-price general-equilibrium models, Gali and Gertler (1999)
construct and estimate a structural inﬂation model based on Calvo’s (1983) model of
sticky prices. To implement their empirical analysis, Gali and Gertler use a particular
aggregate marginal-cost measure instead of an ad hoc output gap. They ﬁnd that their
measure of real marginal cost is an economically and statistically signiﬁcant determinant
of the inﬂation rate. Based on this outcome, as well as on parameter estimates that generally imply a discount factor between 0.90 and 0.99 and an average price-adjustment speed
ranging from just under 6 quarters to slightly more than 11 quarters, Gali and Gertler conclude that their results ‘‘are consistent with the underlying theory’’ (p. 213). They are careful to note, however, that their results are ‘‘[c]onditional on [their] measure of marginal
cost’’ (1999, p. 205), which is a scaled transformation of the US labor-income share, or
aggregate real unit labor cost (real ULC). In related work examining European data, Gali
et al. (2001) and McAdam and Willman (2004) also use income-share/ULC proxies as
measures of real marginal cost. More recently, Gali et al. (2005) have contended, in answer
to criticisms by Rudd and Whelan (2005) and Linde (2005), that the Gali-Gertler empirical
methodology is robust to alternative speciﬁcations and estimation methods.
So far, however, the literature on estimations of new Keynesian inﬂation dynamics
based on a sticky-price foundation have oﬀered only limited evidence [see, for instance,
Sbordone, 2002, Matheron and Maury, 2004, Leith and Malley, 2007, Gagnon and Khan,
2005, Rumler, 2005, Shapiro, 2006] about whether empirical results are robust in the face
of alternative proxies for marginal cost and inﬂation measures. In this paper, we show that
the results produced by Gali-Gertler-style estimations of hybrid (including both forwardand backward-looking inﬂation terms) new Keynesian inﬂation dynamics are highly sensitive to the choices of proxies for aggregate measures of marginal cost and of measures of
inﬂation.
There are, of course, several alternative measures of the price level and inﬂation rate.
Gali and Gertler (1999) and most of the literature that has followed use the GDP deﬂator
as the relevant price index and examine GDP-deﬂator inﬂation. In this paper, we consider
both the GDP deﬂator and the All Commodities producer price index (PPI), which reﬂects
the prices actually charged by ﬁrms and hence corresponds more closely to the price
choices of ﬁrms in the Calvo theory. In addition, because some doubt has been cast on
the labor-income share as an appropriate measure of aggregate marginal cost, we develop
an alternative measure based on ﬁrm costs revealed by US industry-level data.
In Section 2 that follows, we brieﬂy review the Gali-Gertler speciﬁcation of new
Keynesian inﬂation dynamics, and we discuss both the unit-labor-cost measure of real

